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Amazon Connector allows admin to manage products, quantities, and orders of Amazon shop and Magento2
store together. Admin can synchronize their products and quantity from Amazon shop to Magento2 store and
vice-versa. Admin can also synchronize their orders from Amazon shop to Magento2 store. Admin can connect
multiple Amazon shops to their Magento2 store.

Features

Synchronize the Amazon products and quantities to Magento2 store and vice-versa.

Synchronize the Amazon orders to Magento2 store.

Admin has to provide API keys of their Amazon shop.

Admin can import only Simple and Configurable products.

Products can sync with Specification and Variation.

Admin can connect multiple Amazon Account.

Synchronized Amazon product work like same as Magento product.

Admin can export Magento products to Amazon.

Admin can fetch the order between the given date range.

Orders will fetch automatically via Cron and if order items do not exists in Magento, it will automatically be
created.

Workflow – Amazon Connector

After successful installation, the admin has to configure the module.
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Add Product

While adding a new product to the Magento store, the admin will see a new tab “ Product Authorization” where
admin has to provide a genuine Unique Identification Number which will be used while importing the Magento
products to Amazon shop.
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Add Amazon Accounts

Admin can navigate to Amazon Magento Connect > Manage Amazon Accounts  for managing and adding
Amazon Accounts.

 

After clicking on Manage Amazon Accounts, the list of all the added Amazon accounts will be shown. Admin can
add or delete accounts from here. Admin can also edit and manage previously added Amazon accounts.
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Add Amazon Seller Account

After clicking on “Add Amazon Seller Account “, admin can add new Amazon account. Admin has to provide the
Marketplace Id, Seller Id, Access Key Id, Secret Key, Origin Country and currency conversion rate. After filling all
the information admin has to click on “Save and Continue Edit” for saving the information and continue to edit
the Amazon account details.
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Admin will get these details from the Amazon Seller account like shown in the screenshot below,

After clicking on “Save and Continue Edit“, new tabs opens up for “Product Sync”, “Order Sync” and “Import to
Amazon”.

Product Sync

Admin can import and add products from amazon shop to Magento store.
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Import Product from Amazon – It is used to import the products from Amazon shop.

Create Imported Product in Store (Run Profiler) – It is used to create/add the imported products to Magento
store.
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 Order Sync

Admin can synchronize the orders from Amazon shop to Magento store. And then admin can manage those
orders normally from Sales > Orders, just like any other default Magento order.

 Import to Amazon

Admin can import the Magento store products to Amazon shop. Admin can see and select the products which he
wants to import to Amazon shop.
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That’s all for the Amazon Connector, if you still have any issue feel free to add a ticket and let us know your
views to make the module better http://webkul.uvdesk.com/
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